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In this paper, I examine the evidence brought forward by Katherine Forsyth in support of the hypothesis that the ‘Pictish’ ogham inscriptions of Scotland are linguistically Celtic. Having examined the five most promising inscriptions minutely, I conclude that they are in fact not Celtic, and that ‘Celtic-looking’ sequences in them are due to coincidence. Thus, the language of this corpus of inscriptions remains unknown.

1. Introduction

1.1 Of all the evidence brought to bear on the affinity of the Pictish language(s), the Scottish ogham inscriptions are the most intractable. A number of commentators have concluded that they are, in the main, composed in a non-Celtic, indeed non-Indo-European, language, which coexisted with a Brittonic language in Dark-Age Pictland.¹ This conclusion has been challenged by Katherine Forsyth. She has analysed some of the inscriptions as Gaelic, most promisingly those at Buckquoy in Orkney, and at Dunadd.² The latter, despite having been previously analysed as Pictish, is, of course, in the heart of Gaelic Dál Riata, so, if Gaelic, it can be straightforwardly excised from the Pictish corpus. The others, in Forsyth’s analysis, would reflect Gaelic influence in Pictland, and should be seen as outliers of the small corpus of Gaelic ogham inscriptions from Argyll. They would therefore have no bearing on the affinity of Pictish. Forsyth maintains that the rest of the Scottish stones, with the exception of the cryptic Logie Elphinstone inscription, which might have a ritual rather than a straightforward linguistic significance,³ should be considered as Brittonic (Forsyth 1995a:
This is consistent with recent opinion that the only language spoken in Pictland in the ancient and early medieval eras was a Brittonic Celtic one, ultimately supplanted by Gaelic. However, the majority of the inscriptions of Pictland continue to defy elucidation, and this is not in every case due to damage, poor execution on the part of the engravers, or the employment of ambiguous characters. Pace Alfred Smyth (1984: 58), the corpus of legible inscriptions is certainly large enough to attempt to identify the language in which they are written. It is not doubted that some of the inscriptions contain Celtic personal names. But this is also true of early medieval Roman-alphabet inscriptions in Britain, the matrix language of which is almost invariably Latin.

1.2 My purpose in this paper is to examine the features of the matrix language of the Scottish ogham inscriptions which Forsyth has considered to be Brittonic. I have aimed for comprehensiveness, i.e. to deal with every item which Forsyth seriously discusses in Brittonic terms. Nonetheless, I have not attempted a reconsideration of the corpus as a whole. Neither have I considered any other class of evidence for the Pictish language(s) at all (namely place- and personal names), mainly because others, better qualified than I, are engaged with such study. Thus my conclusions are not sweeping. Nonetheless, I think they are not insignificant.

2. Burrian

2.1 The most promising of the Scottish oghams, from a Brittonic point of view, is that from Burrian, Orkney, which Forsyth (1996: 198) reads as follows:

\[ I(t/d/o/u/?) /e/b)IR( /a)RANN(u/) (/ )RRACT(k/e/m/?)EVVC>RRROCCS \]
Of this inscription, Forsyth wrote in 1997:

This is rebarbative to say the least, but if we break it up as I[-]irann uract cheuc chrocs we could take the second word as a Pictish cognate of the Old Welsh *guract ‘he/she made’ (cf. gwreith ‘I made’) and the fourth as a spirantized form of a straightforward Pictish *crocs, ‘cross’ (< Latin crux). The third word remains problematic, but if the damaged first word is a personal name we may have here a Pictish sentence explaining who carved the cross (Forsyth 1997: 36)

In a more recent publication, she stated:

the OGAM-inscribed slab from Burrian in Orkney reads, in part ...URRACT C[E]ROCCS ‘X made the cross’ (cf. Welsh gwnaeth, Breton greaz < British *wraχt(-) ‘he/she made’) (Forsyth 2006: 1444)7

2.2 The first issue that we must address if we are to make any sense of this inscription is that of word division (cf. Forsyth 1996: 200-2). It seems plausible, despite the doubts of John Rhys (1892: 292-3), that the final word is indeed a borrowing from Latin crux. After all, this stone does bear a cross.8 However, there are some linguistic problems. According to Kenneth Jackson, British Latin –x, pronounced [χs], as in Gaul, became /ʃz/ in the Brittonic languages in the late sixth or early seventh century (Jackson 1953: 533, 537-40, 696).9 -CCS could be a conservative spelling for this sound. However, the O requires some explanation, if we accept that the regular Brittonic reflex of crux is represented by Welsh crwys, latterly considered to be plural, with standard Welsh croes being an analogical formation based on the alternation -oe- ~ -wy- seen in words such as croen ‘skin’ ~ cwyn ‘skins’.10 However, this analysis is
dismissed as ‘most unlikely’ by Peter Schrijver (1995: 222). He goes on to suggest (229, 233) that *crux* was treated as an *ā*-stem in Brittonic, with *croes* developing from *krɔxsā* < *krɔxsā*, with *crwys* perhaps belonging ‘to a more elevated level of speech’ (cf. Davies et al. 2000: 208). An alternative explanation is to derive *croes* from Vulgar Latin *crox* (GPC s.v. *croes*; LEIA C-247; Mac Cana 2001: 25, n. 26): this is characterized as ‘ad hoc’ by Schrijver (1995: 222). According to Kenneth Jackson, the Vulgar Latin change /u/ > /ọ/ in stressed syllables is apparently not attested in Roman Britain (Jackson 1953: 86-7, 259-60, 274; cf. Smith 1983, 903), but its absence from the record is ‘insignificant’, according to J. N. Adams (2007: 588). At any rate, despite the asterisk in *GPC* et al., CROX is attested twice in inscriptions from early medieval Brittany (Davies et al. 2000: 206, 216; Sims-Williams 2003: 102), and we have CROS in eleventh-century Wales (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 496), which shows this development, as well as Vulgar Latin confusion of s and x. Either of these explanations could also account for *crog* (not **crwg) < *crucem* (Lewis 1943: 35). Thus, Welsh *croes* and our Pictish form could plausibly derive from *crux*. Note also apparent examples of <o> for /u/ in Pictish (Koch 1982-3: 215; James 2013: 10) We might compare CRRO(/s)SCC from the Bressay stone on Shetland, which also bears a cross. The final /k/ apparently attested here is paralleled in the Scottish Gaelic forms *crasg*, *crosg* beside *crois* < Old Irish *cros* with the regular Gaelic development of Latin *x* (Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 59). The origin of the final consonant in *crasg*, *crosg* is obscure, but if it was an early development, perhaps the Bressay form is borrowed from Gaelic. In Gaelic *cros*(g), the /l/, if not from Vulgar Latin *crox* (LEIA C-247), can be explained as analogical to *ā*-stem nouns such as *coss* ‘foot’ (Thurneysen 1946: 575). Could the Burrian form in -CCS be due to metathesis? Oliver Padel (1972: 31, 78) prefers to consider it a mistake.
2.3 There remains the question of where the beginning of this word lies, however. The symbol $\rangle\rangle$ is probably a version of the forfid (‘additional letter’) known as Ébad vel sim in the manuscript keys to the ogham alphabet (Forsyth 1996: 196, 200, 409-10). This could be analysed as /xl/, i.e. spirantized /kl/, thus the beginning of the word (Forsyth 1997: 36; cf. Forsyth 1996: 201; Koch et al 2007: 170). This forfid is conventionally transcribed K when it has consonantal value. Or could CK stand for /xl/ (cf. Middle Welsh cch for /xl/)? But $\rangle\rangle$ was also used for a type of /e/ in Irish, hence its manuscript name. Could it here represent an intrusive vowel in the consonant cluster /kr/? In Continental Celtic and early Irish we have examples of this phenomenon internally, but only exceptionally, if at all, in initial position. However, we do have examples of intrusive vowels between initial stops and resonants in some medieval and early modern Welsh manuscripts, e.g. gynaud for cnawd ‘flesh’ (Jarman 1982: 27.17); diristan for Drystan (Jarman 1982: 35.17); twrwm for trwm ‘heavy’ (Williams 1935: 209); kylywey for klywey ‘heard’ (Llanstephan 1, p. 86); gwnotaessynt for gnotaessynt ‘they had become accustomed’ (Llanstephan 1, p. 130); kereir for kreir ‘relic’ (twice) (Peniarth 29, p. 44); dylid (Morris-Jones and Parry-Williams 1933: 9) = dylit (Evans 1911: 1146.34) for dlid ‘attribute, material’; dilideu, delideu for dlideu ‘attributes, materials’ (Morris-Jones and Parry-Williams 1933: 21; Williams 1968: IX.12; Haycock 2015: 4.21); thylws for tlws ‘treasure’ (Bartrum 1962-3: 455), bwlw(y)ddyn for blwyddyn ‘year’, byleiddiau for bleiddiau ‘wolves’ (Jones 1915: 298, n. 1). Examples in which a form with an intrusive vowel has become regular in Welsh include dyled ‘merit’ < Middle Welsh dlyet, dylyet; tyno ‘valley’ < Old Welsh tnou, tonou; dyrys ‘wild; difficult’ < drys ‘thorns’; Old Cornish dreis : Old Irish driss. Cf. also tylawd, a variant of tlawd ‘poor’, and its derivatives, which occur in late medieval and Early Modern Welsh texts, sometimes confirmed by metrics (GPC, s.v. tlawd; Jacobs 2012: III.21b, dyloedd for tloedd ‘poverty’; Jacobs 2012: XII [A].9d, dyloidion for tloidion ‘poor people’). This has also
happened in some Breton forms, e.g. Vannetais *dele* ‘debt’ beside Leonais *dle*; *barad* ‘treachery’ < *brad* : Welsh *brad* : Irish *brath* (Vendryes 1900-1: 307; Parry-Williams 1913: 22; Jackson 1967: 405), and cf. Late Cornish (Edward Lhuyd) *knyfan*, *knyphan* ‘nut’; place-names Killiganoon, Killeganogue (Padel 1985: 61). In the light of Cornish *dyllly* : Middle Breton *dellit* beside Middle Welsh *dyly* < *dly* : Old Irish *dlíid* ‘to have a right or obligation to’ (Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 358; Zimmer 2000: 351) and Old Breton *t(o)nou* : Cornish *(Tre)*tdeno beside Old Welsh *t(o)nou* (GPC s.v. *tno*), this must have occurred in these lexemes at the Brittonic stage. Thus, the intrusive vowel between initial stop and resonant seems to have been an incipient Brittonic feature which developed sporadically in the separate languages. Therefore, Oliver Padel’s speculation that the intrusive vowel in the Burrian form is due to the fact that Pictish might have ‘had no initial group /kr/ of its own’ (Padel 1972: 31, 78; cf. Forsyth 1996: 201) is unnecessary. I conclude that a Brittonic Pictish *ceroccs* ‘cross’ is perfectly plausible.

**2.4** Beyond this, we are on uncertain ground. If the first word in the inscription is a personal name, note that Pictish names in -an are well-attested, e.g. *Drostan*, *Talorgan* etc., and Adamnán’s Picts Broichan, Artbranan and Iogenan (discussed by Jackson 1980: 143). Cf. *-[CRON(a)N(n)]*- (the incomplete Poltalloch inscription), i.e. Gaelic *Cronán*, albeit from a Gaelic rather than a Pictish milieu. This name contains the Gaelic diminutive –án < *-agnos*, which was borrowed to Brittonic. The section preceding *ANN* is so difficult to read, that it seems hardly worth speculating. Katherine Forsyth lists a number of possibilities (1996: 202-3). At any rate, her proposed word division is quite possible, but by no means certain.

**2.5** Can we connect *(u)RRACT* with ‘Old Welsh *guract*’ < Brittonic ‘*wraχt(-)*’? Compare Middle Welsh *(g)wreith* ‘I made’ from the poem ‘Pais Dinogad’, recorded by
Scribe A in the Book of Aneirin (Williams 1938: l. 1102) < *wraxt-ū; Middle/Modern Welsh gwnaeth (with intrusive n) < *wraxt-, beside forms derived from *wrext-, *wrixt- (Isaac 1996: 333-6; Schumacher 2004: 709-11). What would be the value of –CT here? /kt/ seems to have become /xt/ at the Common Celtic stage. According to Kenneth Jackson, Pictish /xt/ had become ‘it [...] at least by the eighth century’. CT could simply be a conservative spelling, normal in the Dark-Age British sources (Jackson 1953: 407). We can compare NECTON (Mains of Afforsk, Aberdeenshire) beside NEHHTON (Lunnasting, Shetland), NEITANO (Peebles (Steer 1968-69)) and Bede’s Naiton, surely all forms of the same name, and Middle Welsh rector ~ rechtur ~ reithur (Williams 1938: 257; Rowland 1990b: 120; Haycock 2015: 301). As for the initial sound, Celtic initial /w/ was apparently retained in Pictish (Jackson 1980: 163; Koch, 2000: 33; James 2013: 28-9), i.e. it did not become gw- (as in other Brittonic languages) or f- (as in Gaelic). But why use the vowel U here rather than the consonant symbol V? Did the latter already represent /f/ in ogham by the time the alphabet reached Pictland? Or was our oghamist aware that it had come to represent /f/ in Gaelic ogham inscriptions? Note the ninth-century Roman-letter inscription from St Vigeans which contains the names FORCUS < *Worgustus (Padel 1972: 34, 159) and UORET < *wo-, the first, but not the second, showing the Irish development /w/ > /f/ (cf. Rhys 1898: 387; O’Rahilly 1946: 369-70). Or does this show the influence of Latin literacy, in which u and v are interchangeable (cf. Sims-Williams 2007: 86-7)? John Rhys mentions Old Norse ‘which had u and w represented by one and the same symbol in the later runic alphabets’ (Rhys 1892: 297, 301; cf. Page 1973: 192), but, of course, the runic alphabet originally did distinguish between the vowel /u/ and the semi-vowel /w/, as did ogham (McManus 1991: 23). The Burrian inscription is probably too early to show Norse influence, but note a possible example of u for w in an Anglo-Saxon runic inscription from Whitby (Page 1973: 171). Note further that the ogham letter U is used with consonantal value in the eighth-
ninth-century Codex Bernensis (McManus 1991: 135).\textsuperscript{36} The fact that the U in our inscription is angled may or may not have a bearing on its phonetic value (Forsyth 1996: 90, 156, 200, 212, 275-7; Forsyth 2007: 466). Francis John Byrne (2008: 97) states that ‘in the Pictish examples, insofar as the obscurity of the language allows us to infer, it seems that the consonant V (> Old Irish F) and the vowel U are interchangeable’. At any rate, formally the interpretation of (u)RRACT as a Brittonic verb meaning ‘made’ looks fine.\textsuperscript{37}

2.6 Semantically, too, there are no problems here. We have plenty of Dark-Age insular examples of the formula ‘X made this monument’ and variants, although none in the Irish ogham inscriptions (McManus 1991: 51). Beginning with those containing the form fecit, semantically comparable to *uract, we have the lost fifth-century stone from Aberdâr, Glamorgan ERECOR MAGLORI CVNIIAC FICIT (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 264),\textsuperscript{38} the ninth-century inscription from Llanddeti, Breconshire GUADAN SACERDOS FECIT CRUX [sic!] (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 175), the ninth- or tenth-century inscription from Baglan, Glamorgan BRANCU F (= fecit?) (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 266; cf. Jackson 1953: 484, n. 1), the ninth- to tenth-century cross-slab from Llanveynoe, Herefordshire HAERDUR {h} FECIT CRUCEM ISTAM (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 534), the ninth- to eleventh-century inscription from Llandecwyn, Merionethshire HELIDIACO[.]/ MEFECI ‘Heli the deacon, I made it’ (Edwards 2013: 401), the twelfth-century font from Partishow, Breconshire MENHIR ME FECIT (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 240), and the eleventh-/ twelfth-century cross from Llanarthne, Carmarthenshire, ELMON [.]ECIT[HC]CR[U]CEM (Edwards 2007: 224). Perhaps also Lanhadron, Cornwall, if Macalister was right to read LURATECUS FECIT CRVCEM, but the reading of this very weathered inscription is uncertain (Okasha 1993: 131-2; Sims-Williams 2003: 195). The incomplete Dark-Age inscription from Tintagel, Cornwall contains two instances of FICIT for fecit (Hale 2006: 8
Several Roman-alphabet inscriptions from Ireland contain the formula OR DO X DORIGNE... ‘a prayer for X who made...’ (*CfIC*, II: ii), but most are later than the Scottish oghams (eleventh century onwards). A possible earlier example is OR DO COLMAN DORRO..IN CROSSA AR RIG HERENN ‘A prayer for Colman who made the cross for the king of Ireland’ from the Kinnitty cross (842 × 862) (de Paor 1987: 140; Harbison 1992, I: 356), assuming that the damaged DORRO.. stands for something like Middle Irish *do:*róni ‘made’, a form attested from at least the tenth century (Breatnach 1994: 306; McCone 1997: 234). Note also English inscriptions containing variants of the formula ‘X wrought Y’.41

2.7 As for the syntax, Forsyth notes that this would be a subject-initial sentence (Forsyth 1996: 203; Forsyth 1997: 36, n. 138). Brittonic seems to have inherited an unmarked verb-initial word order.42 Nonetheless, subject-initial constructions undoubtedly occur in early Welsh poetry, e.g. *beird byt barnant wyr o gallon* (Williams 1938: l. 285) ‘poets of the world pronounce judgement on men of heart’ (Isaac 1996: 243). This seems likely to reflect poetic license rather than an underlying subject-initial syntax shared by Brittonic and Gaulish.44

Note that, according to John Morris Jones’s reading, the ninth-century Tywyn inscription shows subject-initial syntax: CINGEN CELEN TRICET NITANAM ‘Cynien’s corpse remains beneath’ (Morris Jones 1918: 261-3; cf. Fleuriot 1983: 104; Isaac 1996: 62-3).45 According to Ifor Williams’s interpretation, however, TRICET begins a new sentence (Williams 1980: 36-7), and this corresponds to Old Welsh evidence for the syntax of absolute verbal forms which almost invariably occur at the beginning of a clause (Rodway 2013: 91-5). Or could the Tywyn inscription bear a *nominativus pendens* construction (on which see McCone 2006: 11)? An Old Welsh example of such a construction, also containing an absolute verbal form, is *ir pinhet eterin diguormechis Lucas, hegov hunnoid* ‘the fifth bird which Luke added, this one goes...’.46 This could provide a comparandum for the Burrian
inscription. Or perhaps we see here influence from the Latin formula X FECIT CRUCEM? At any rate, syntax is not a bar here.

2.8 Another interpretation occurs to me, however. If we segment the words differently, could we compare (u)RRAC with Welsh gwraig ‘woman, wife’ < *wrakī < wrakō (Jackson 1953: 595; Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 66; GPC s.v. gwraig)? If so, there is no indication of i-affection here. This need not worry us unduly - Kenneth Jackson dated this Brittonic sound change to the late fifth or early sixth century, but notes that it begins to be indicated in the native written tradition in the seventh century (Jackson 1953: 600-1, 603, 619, 695; cf. Sims-Williams 2003: 282-3, 290). The Burrian inscription may be as old as the seventh century (Padel 1972: 12, 75; Forsyth 1996: 187, 191) - at any rate conservative spellings which do not indicate i-affection are recorded in Old Welsh, Cornish and Breton as late as the tenth century. In fact, Jackson sees little evidence for i-affection in Brittonic Pictish at all. Besides, there exists a secondary formation in all the insular Celtic languages with gemination and ā-stem flexion, namely *wrakkā > Old Irish fracc ‘woman’ : Old Cornish gruah gl. anus ‘old woman’ : Breton gwrac’h ‘old woman’ : Welsh gwrach ‘witch’ (de Bernardo Stempel 1999b: 520-1; Zimmer 2000: 278; Meid 2015: 80, 253). The negative force of -ch from geminated /kk/ seen in gwrach appears to represent an internal Welsh development (see Wmffre 2007: 59; Sims-Williams 2011: 183-4), and while the meaning ‘old woman’ attested in Cornish and Breton may not appear to suit our context as well as ‘wife’ vel sim, the Old Irish form seems to have meant quite simply ‘woman’. Another issue is the apparent lack of gemination in the Burrian inscription, but as we do not fully understand the principles behind the use of double consonants in the Scottish ogham inscriptions (Padel 1972: 29; Forsyth 1996: Ivii, 114), this is not certain. Thus we could have a Brittonic Pictish word for ‘woman, wife’ here. Only one Gaelic ogham inscription (from
Wales) commemorates a woman (McManus 1991: 63). However, insular Roman-alphabet and runic memorials for women occur, some of whom are described as wives of named individuals. We have two possible Old Welsh terms for wife, CIMALTED GU[REIC] (?)\(^{51}\) and BEN, on the Tywyn inscription (Williams 1980: 28-9, 30, 33, 35, 39; Sims-Williams 2003: 128, n. 725, 176; Edwards 2013: 103, 422-30), five runic inscriptions from Man commemorating wives (Kermode 1907: 169, 195, 198, 209, 210; cf. Jesch, 1991: 74), and a number of examples of Latin CONIU(N)X, MULIER, UX(S)OR from Wales (Sims-Williams 2007: 183; Edwards 2007: 491; Edwards 2013: 54, 199, 201-2, 208-9, 210, 214, 346-8, 349-51, 409), plus one of MULIER from Brittany (Davies et al. 2000: 206).\(^{52}\) If we adopt this interpretation, the following section, T(k)EVV[C], would have to contain a male personal name, or an abbreviation of one. Abbreviations in the Dark-Age inscriptions of Britain and Brittany are uncommon (Rhys 1879: 197) and are generally confined to Latin formula words (cf. frequent abbreviation in Latin inscriptions in the Classical tradition), but abbreviated vernacular words are probably attested at Tywyn (the personal name TENGRI[UM]UI, M[ORT]C[IC] ‘?memorial’, in addition to GU[REIC] ).\(^{53}\) Abbreviations are absent from Gaelic ogham inscriptions, with the possible exception of the Buckquoy spindle-whorl (see Forsyth 1995a: 690; Forsyth 1996: 178-80 – but see Rodway 2017 for a different interpretation). R. I. Page (1973: 172) notes some examples of single runes or pairs of runes on household items from England, which he takes to be abbreviations of the owners’ names, but one would expect a rather different register on a sepulchral monument.

2.9 One of the biggest problems with this inscription is: what on earth is (k)EVV[C]? Is it connected with HCCVVEVV from Lunnasting? Oliver Padel points out that the latter could begin with /xw-/ , a phoneme sequence attested initially in Brittonic languages (Padel 1972: 30, n. 1, 123; cf. Forsyth 1996: 415-6; Sims-Williams 2003: 146) – for an orthographical
comparandum, cf. HC for /x/ in BROHCA(I)L (twice) on the Pillar of Eliseg (Sims-Williams 2003: 138; Edwards 2013: 333; cf. Rhys 1879: 223), and note Old Cornish elerhc ‘swan(s)’ (Campanile 1974: 41). But Welsh and Breton initial /xw-/ are apparently late and independent developments from /hw/ < /sw/, and note that /hw-/ is retained in modern Welsh dialects in the south, and apparently in Middle Cornish where it is generally realized as wh- (Schrijver 1995: 325). At any rate the Burrian form seems to have /x-/ not /xw-, so the two forms are very probably unrelated (cf. Forsyth 1996: 203). The apparent spirantization of the Burrian word, indicated by the use of the symbol K, is hard to account for in a Brittonic context. One word which is consistently spelled with K in the Irish inscriptions is the formula word KOI /xoi/ ‘here’. Initial /x/ in this word is apparently corroborated by the Roman-letter inscription CAMVLORISHOI ‘here lies Camulorīx’ from Rhuddgaer, Llaneinwen, Anglesey (Sims-Williams 2003: 27, 138, 146, 302; Sims-Williams 2007: 140-1, 204). Could we have a form of KOI in our inscription? Could KE represent an unstressed variant, i.e. [xə] or some such? The pretonic variant KI discussed by Pokorny (1915; cf. Thurneysen 1946: 501), which might have provided a comparandum, appears to be a ghost, however (McManus 1991: 70-1, 171, n. 12; cf. Thurneysen 1946: 703). Do we see instead a phonological development of the diphthong in the stressed form? Primitive Irish /ai oi ui/ became [eː] vel sim in at least some dialects of Middle Irish. Thus could KE stand for /xe:/ < /xoi/? By the middle of the seventeenth century, the [eː] pronunciation was perceived to be southern. However, in the modern period, as well as appearing in parts of Munster (Hickey 2011: 241) and Leinster (Williams 1994: 476), it can be found in the Isle of Man (Jackson 1955: 47-50; Wagner 1958: 26), and in Rathlin Island off the coast of Co. Antrim, where caora ‘sheep’ was pronounced [kèːrə] (Wagner 1958: 26). The spelling e for this diphthong is attested in the twelfth-century Scottish Book of Deer (Jackson 1972: 133-5) and in a thirteenth-century version of the Scottish king list (Broun 1998: 194). Ronald Black (2001:
notes that rhyme between *ao* and *é* is ‘normal’ in eighteenth-century Scottish Gaelic poetry. Thus geography is not necessarily an obstacle here. But what of chronology? Damian McManus notes a handful of examples of Irish ogham *<E>* for *<AI OI>* (McManus 1991: 121), but these can all be explained differently. One, *CIIC* 26 *NETTAVRECC* (= *Nad-Fróich*), is damaged, and should perhaps be read *NETTAVROECC* or *NETTAVROICC* (McManus 1991: 66, 110, 121), but note ‘most peculiar’ *NIOTT-VRECC* (*CIIC* 202 - with hypercorrect *NIOTT* under the influence of *NIOTTA* ‘nephew’?). If these are not precocious examples of ‘Middle Irish’ monophthongization, both could represent an Old Irish variant with a monophthong according to Sabine Ziegler (1994: 252, n. 406; cf. Meid 2015: 78). In the case of *DUMELEDONAS* (for *-AIDONAS*), the second *E* could represent reduction of an unstressed vowel to [ə], if it is not an example of ‘erroneous spelling’, to use McManus’s term (cf. MacNeill 1909: 369-70; Harvey 1987: 69-70; Swift 1997: 97). Ziegler (1994: 91, 98, 175, n. 294) posits Brittonic influence on this inscription, which is from Llandawke in Carmarthenshire (cf. Brittonic /ai/ > /ɛ:/ (Jackson 1953: 328-30)), while Patrick Sims-Williams suggests that it might have *E* for *áelai* ‘according to medieval Latin conventions’ (Sims-Williams 2003: 78, n. 364, 196, 305, n. 71; Edwards 2007: 234).^62^ */oi/ > /ɛ:/ would be attested on an (apparently late) ogham inscription from the Isle of Man (*CIIC* 502) if we were to accept J. J. Kneen’s analysis of *JMAQ LEOG* as ‘*Mac Laoghóg, “son of Laoghóg” (dim. of *laogh* [< Old Irish lóég], “a calf”)’ (Kneen 1937: 261),^63^ but this seems unlikely: the posited diminutive is not attested, and the omission of internal /ɣ/ would be unexpected in a Gaelic inscription (see Edwards 2007: 288-9, 293).^64^ Sabine Ziegler compares Old Irish *Mac-Liác* ‘Sohn des Steines’ (Ziegler 1994: 193; cf. Sims-Williams 2003: 132, 302), although such a spelling would be unprecedented. At any rate, this cannot be taken as a secure example of this sound-change.
Another apparent ‘Middle Irish’ phonetic development in the Pictish inscriptions, which could provide a comparandum, is MEQQ, if this is genitive meic ‘son’ < Old Irish maicc < ogham MAQ(Q)I.\(^65\) However, in this form QQ seems to show orthographic conservatism, while E apparently shows innovation. Is this credible? Perhaps. As Damian McManus has shown, the use of Q in Irish ogham inscriptions is not a conscious archaism on the part of the oghamists, but rather a well-established convention which lasted well beyond the completion of the phonological change /kʷ/ > /k/.\(^66\) We do not know what sound Q (which almost only occurs in this word in the Scottish inscriptions (Forsyth 1996: 9, 38)) represented to the Pictish oghamists – it could conceivably have been /p/ or even /b/ (cf. Forsyth 1996: xxxvii-xxxviii, 64). Thus we should not necessarily look for a Gaelic explanation for the fluctuation A/E in this word. Note that Macalister attempted to explain the variants MAQQ and MEQQ as reflecting a Pictish vowel harmony rule (Macalister 1940: 204, 224). This is very speculative, of course, but not necessarily wrong – Forsyth describes it as ‘highly unlikely’, suggesting instead that MEQQ may be a ‘northern dialectal variant’ of MAQQ (1996: 132; cf. 314-5, 369). This too is speculation. Thus, our putative corroborative evidence for a ‘Middle Irish’ development in the Scottish oghams is perhaps illusory. At any rate, would a formula word like KOI which is unattested outside the inscriptions (and which is uncommon in the later ones (McManus 1991: 80; Swift 1997: 106-7)) undergo a Middle Irish change? Especially as, if we accept a tentative seventh- or eighth-century date for the Burrian inscription (Padel 1972: 12, 75; Forsyth 1996: 187, 191, 195), it would pre-date by centuries the earliest evidence for this sound change in Irish – I am unaware of examples of <e> for /ai oí uíi/ prior to the eleventh century.\(^67\) Could our form be a variant of KOI, cf. Old Irish cé ‘here’ (Thurneysen 1946: 501; McManus 1991: 119; Hamp 2003)?\(^68\)
What then would \textbf{VV} be? It is tempting to see a form of \textbf{*wo} ‘under’ (\(\rightarrow\) Old Irish \textit{fo} : Welsh \textit{g(w)o}) here, perhaps \textbf{*wu} (if we are prepared to accept \textbf{V} for /u/ as well as for /w/). This preposition occurs once in a Middle Welsh poem with a term for a sepulchral monument, namely \textit{kyn y olo go uudelw} (Williams 1938: l. 1472) ‘before he was buried beneath a pillar’ (Isaac 2002: 76, 85). It was supplanted at an early stage by Old Welsh \textit{guotan}, Middle Welsh \textit{o dan} (with variants \textit{a dan}, \textit{y dan}),\textsuperscript{69} hence, for example, \textit{y dan y [MS vy]} \textit{guerid rut nv neud araf} (Jarman 1982: 17.30) ‘Under the red earth now he is silent’ (Bollard 1990: 25); \textit{Bedd Gwydion ap Don ym Morfa Dinlleu/ y dan fain deveillon} ‘The grave of Gwydion son of Dôn on Morfa Dinlleu/ under the stones of Defeillon’ (Jones 1967: 134, 135). In Gaelic literature, however, there is a number of examples, in a funerary context, of \textit{fo} + a word for ‘stone’ which probably refer to monuments rather than naturally occurring rocks, although there are no early examples from funerary inscriptions \textit{per se}.\textsuperscript{70} But positing a Pictish form such as \textbf{*wu} seems dangerously \textit{ad hoc}, however well it might suit semantically. I know of no examples of \textbf{*wu} in Brittonic in independent position, with the possible exception of Old Welsh \textit{gutan} ‘under’ (Williams 1980: 96; Falileyev 2000: 75), which may be, judging from its modern reflex \textit{o dan}, a loose rather than a close compound (\textit{contra} Williams 1948-50: 6). However, as \textit{guotan} occurs in the same text, it may simply be an error. The (mostly South-West) Brittonic change \textbf{*wo} \(\rightarrow\) \textbf{*wu} in compounds (Jackson 1967: 432-5; Schrijver 1995: 111-6; Russell 2015) is irrelevant when considering the independent preposition. At any rate, it may well not have applied to Brittonic Pictish (Jackson 1980: 163; Koch 2000: 34). We do have examples of \textit{fu} for \textit{fo} in Old Irish (Thurneysen 1946: 512), including from sources categorized by Thurneysen as ‘archaic’ (i.e. seventh-century) (Stifter 2014: 225-6), but I am not aware of an example in \textit{ogham} Irish.\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Fu} may reflect allophonic variation in the realization of unstressed rounded vowels of various origins (/o u o: u:/) depending on a variety of factors (Thurneysen 1946: 63; Stifter 2014), or may have been
merely orthographical by the seventh century (Mc Cone 1996: 135; cf. Charles-Edwards 1995: 728). The only other possibility which occurs to me is that VV might stand for w, i.e. an abbreviation – note examples of F for for in the formula bendacht for anim X ‘a blessing on the soul of X’ in Irish inscriptions (CHIC 529, 916, 917; cf. Forsyth 1995a: 689; Forsyth 1996: 178). However, this is a common formula, whereas abbreviation in our example would be ill-motivated, and would, at any rate, scarcely save any space. Besides, it is not certain that the monument was funerary (Forsyth 1996: 189-90). In some ways it resembles the casual ‘graffiti’-type inscriptions (Forsyth 1996: lxv, lxvii; cf. 198). Thus, tempting as it might be, I am not going to endorse a translation ‘X wife of T. [lies] here under a cross’. At any rate, were we to accept such an interpretation, some elements (KE, VV) are more easily explicable in Gaelic than Brittonic terms. On the other hand, C><ROCCS with an intrusive vowel in the initial consonant cluster is explicable in Brittonic, but not in Gaelic terms. 

3. Brandsbutt

3.1 IRATADDOARENS]- (Brandsbutt, Aberdeenshire; reading from Forsyth 1996: 112). Katherine Forsyth suggested that perhaps ‘IRA is a Pictish verb, cognate with the Breton irha “he lies” proposed for the Lomarec inscription by L. Fleuriot’ (Forsyth 1997: 36, n. 133). According to Fleuriot (1970: 644-50), IRHAEMA from Lomarec is to be divided irha ema. The second word would be ema ‘here’, with irha being a denominative in *-sag- from ir ‘earth, tomb’, an extension of ir ‘verdant, fresh’, cf. Irish úír, úr ‘mould, earth, clay, soil [...] freq. of the grave’ (DIL s.v. úír, úr) < úr ‘fresh, new’ (DIL s.v 2 úr). One of the meanings given by Dinneen for the verb úruighim < úr is ‘I moulder into earth’ (Dinneen 1927: 1306). Thus Fleuriot translates IRHA EMA ‘est enterré ici’ (1970: 652). The Brandsbutt form, however, is IRA, not IRHA. This is not really a problem. We have Middle Welsh examples of h-less spellings of such denominatives (Rodway 2013: 136), and note HIROIDIL for
Hirhoeddl on a ninth-century inscription from Llanwnnws, Ceredigion (Rhys 1879: 238; Sims-Williams 2003: 107, 225; Edwards 2007: 183). Also, the ambiguity in the Pictish inscriptions of the symbol traditionally transliterated H (= /x/? ljl/?/)? might make it unsuitable for use to represent /h/.

3.2 What about the rest of the inscription? Could TAD[D] correspond to Welsh tad ‘father’? This could only work if we accept that the orthography here shows Brittonic lenition of intervocalic /t/ > /d/. This is highly unusual in the early Christian inscriptions of Britain and Brittany (Jackson 1953: 176-7, 549-50), and in Old Welsh, Cornish and Breton (Jackson 1953: 68-9, 71; Jenkins and Owen 1984: 101; Sims-Williams 1991: 23-4). Nonetheless, we have a handful of examples of d for internal /d/ in these sources, e.g. Old Welsh hendat ‘grandfather’ (Falileyev 2000: 82; cf. Jenkins and Owen 1984: 109), modrepd ‘aunts’ (Falileyev 2000: 114); Old Cornish personal names Wendeern, Anaudat (Förster 1930: 95, 97). In these examples, it could be due to English influence (Gwara 2004: 28, n. 148). It is, however, more common (although still rare) in Old Breton (see examples cited by Jackson 1953: 69; 399, n. 2). Cf. BELADORE or BELADO RE(quiescit) on a sixth- or seventh-century inscription from Bourg Saint-Pair in Brittany, if this is a feminine form of Belator, or a derivative of *Belatu- (Davies et al 2000: 79, 262-3; Sims-Williams 2003: 49; Koch et al 2007: 171). These examples are exceptional however - normally /-d(-)/ is spelled t. It might be objected that this convention may not have applied to ogham, as Irish ogham inscriptions, unlike manuscript Old Irish in which t is normally employed for /-d(-)/, consistently represent internal or final /d/ (e.g. < /nt/) with D (McManus 1991: 123-24), e.g. SEDAN[I], SEDDOINI (McManus 1991: 87; Ziegler 1994: 231-32). However, the evidence of the bilingual ogham inscriptions from Wales shows that Brittonic lenition was rarely indicated, either because the oghamists were influenced by Brittonic/British Latin orthographical
conventions, or because they were phonologically Hibernicizing Brittonic names (Sims-Williams 2003: 52-5; cf. Jackson 1953: 182-5). There are some apparent exceptions, however, e.g. AMADU < Latin Amatus in an inscription from Ardmore, Co. Kerry, showing British (or Vulgar) Latin /-t-/ > /d/. Thus, reading tad here might be admitted, and there are semantic precedents. Note a handful of examples of PATER in Welsh inscriptions and one of PARENS from Herefordshire (Sims-Williams 2007: 182). Nash-Williams (1950: 221, n. 1) notes that ‘Christian-Roman epitaphs on the Continent not infrequently include mention of “parents”’. It seems odd, however, to refer to the incumbent of a grave only as someone’s father – we would expect a name too. Or do we have an unusual word order here with the son’s name coming after that of the father? This seems unlikely. Could TAD[D] rather be an ecclesiastical title – cf. SACERDOS, PRESBYTER etc. in Latin inscriptions from Britain and Brittany, QRIMITIR (McManus 1991: 52), SAGART ‘priest’ (CIIC 899) from Ireland? However, although there are examples from the eighth century onwards of pater as a title for ecclesiastics in British Latin texts (Latham et al 1975-2013: 2142), examples of this usage in the vernaculars appear to be late. The use of Welsh tad as a title for a priest, for example, is not recorded by GPC before the fifteenth century (GPC s.v. tad). Pater occurs as a personal name in medieval Wales (Evans and Rhys 1893: 415), but not Tad, as far as I know. Note, however, the derivatives Tadic and Tadou in Breton cartularies (Cane 2003: 284, 290). Cf. possibly Celtic personal names in Tad-, Tat(t)- from the continent. If we segment the inscription differently, could IRAT be an impersonal preterite in -at (Rodway 2013: 77), thus ‘X was buried’? Could AD[D] be the preposition ad ‘to’ which seems to have existed in Brittonic and in early Welsh and Breton? Note that ad- is also attested as a prefix in compounds (Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 260; Zimmer 2000: 228; Falileyev et al 2010: 5), including personal names: there are dozens of ancient Celtic examples, and plenty of later comparanda, e.g. Old Cornish Eselt : Welsh Esyllt < *Adsiltia (Jackson 1953: 709), Gaelic
Adomnán, Adúa (Uhlich 1993: 144-5). OA might be the Gaelic form *oa < aue ‘grandson, ancestor’ (attested in Irish ogham inscriptions as AV(V)I). The form *oa occurs in the Annals of Ulster between 762 and 950 (Ó Máille 1910: 50-1, 137-9; cf. Thurneysen 1946: 44; Meid 2015: 108), and, according to John Francis Byrne (2008: 102), may lurk behind the form AO in one of the obscure ogham inscriptions from Knowth. Forsyth (1996: 113, quoting John Koch) compares REN with Welsh rhên ‘lord’. None of this seems very satisfactory, however.

3.3 At any rate, Old Breton irha is doubtful, to say the least. The Lomarec inscription is fifth- or sixth-century, thus one would expect *irhag < *ūro-sag- (Jackson 1953: 458-9; Russell 1995b: 172). The form ema rather than eman vel sim also seems unlikely at such an early date - indeed the modern Breton forms (amañ etc.) still display the final nasal. Besides, it would constitute a unique use of Breton in an inscription, and would pre-date the earliest extant Breton in manuscripts by three or four hundred years. IRHAEMA could rather be read as Latin I(c) R(equiescit) HAEMA ‘here lies Haema’, i.e. a feminine form of Haemus (Davies et al 2000: 188-91; Sims-Williams 2003: 109, 146; Koch et al 2007: 171). This does not completely invalidate Forsyth’s tentative interpretation of the Brandsbutt inscription, but it does at least call into question the external evidence for the usage of Brittonic irha(g) in a funerary context. There is no compelling evidence for a semantic development ‘verdant’ > ‘earth’ for ir in Welsh, let alone a further development to ‘grave’ (GPC s.v. ir). Fleuriot argues that Middle Welsh irfedd, attested only in early poetry, could be a compound of synonyms, like bwystfil ‘beast’, pridwerth ‘ransom’ or treflan ‘small village’; it would thus mean ‘grave’. However, I see no reason to challenge the established interpretation of it as a compound of ir ‘fresh’ and bedd ‘grave’, thus ‘fresh[ly cut] grave’ vel sim, expressing a common topos in medieval Welsh poetry. The Welsh denominative verb irhau is only
attested with the meanings ‘to become or make fresh or new, freshen, refresh, renew; become or make moist, moisten’ (*GPC* s.v. *irhaf: irhau*).

**3.4** An alternative, Gaelic interpretation for this inscription was suggested by Thomas Clancy (as quoted in Forsyth 1996: 113-5), namely to segment the inscription *I RAT ADDOAREN S*, i.e. *i rath Aduarén s-* ‘this is the property of Aduarén here’ *vel sim.* The clinker *S* would be an otherwise unattested diminutive of the Irish male personal name *Adúar* (see O’Brien 1962: 493; Uhlich 1993: 144-5 for the name; Thurneysen 1946: 174 for the diminutive -én). This interpretation entails understanding the final *S* as a form of *so* ‘here’ (cf. Forsyth 1996: 330, 414, 416), a suggestion which appears totally *ad hoc* to me, as does Forsyth’s suggestion (1996: 218, 414, 416) that it might be ‘a reduced form of the Pictish cognate of the Breton affixed demonstrative *-se*’ (probably cognate with the Irish form – see Schrijver 1997: 25). In this inscription there appears to be text lost after the *S*: however, the ‘form of the extant carving shows that it cannot be followed by a vowel’ (Forsyth 1996: 114), thus ruling out *SO vel sim*. Nonetheless, Clancy could essentially be correct here. This is certainly more promising than any Brittonic interpretation so far offered.

**4. Cunningsburgh (2) and Lunnasting**

**4.1 -EHTECONMORs** (Cunningsburgh (2), Shetland; reading from Forsyth 1996: 216); *×TT.CUH)(TTS...* (Lunnasting, Shetland; reading from Forsyth 1996: 408). The symbols *×* and *($) in the Lunnasting inscription are probably both for some sort of /e/. *♀* is unique: perhaps it also stood for /e/ (see Padel 1972: 22, 123; Forsyth 1996: 410)? If this is correct, then these two sentences could contain parallel constructions. Thus I shall treat them together. Of them, Forsyth has said:
the Cunningsburgh and Lunnasting ogam inscriptions from Shetland (Sealtainn) reading EHTECONMORS and [E]TTECUHETTS... can be understood as early Brythonic ways of saying ‘this is as great’ and ‘this is as far’, appropriate messages for stones marking boundaries (Forsyth 2006: 1444).

4.2 Indeed, if we ignore the final -S for the moment, CUHETTS looks superficially comparable to Old Breton cehet; Welsh cyhyd (Old Welsh cehit) ‘as long as’ < *kom-sit- (Schrijver 2011a: 44; cf. Morris Jones 1913: 248; Falileyev 2000: 27), although elsewhere in the corpus H seems to stand for /x/ rather than /h/. As for the spelling of the vowels, while <o u> can stand for /ö/ < /u/ in Old Welsh and Old Breton proclitic syllables,92 <u> for proclitic /ö/ < /o/ is not attested in Old Welsh (Sims-Williams 1991: 37, 45, 47, 75; Schrijver 2011a, 15).93 In view of ‘hyperccorrect’ <u> in Cunbran from *kintu- (Sims-Williams 1991: 39, 45), however, CU < *kom- seems possible, unless, of course, Cunbran derives from *Kunobranos (Hughes 1993).94 At any rate, there is some place-name evidence to suggest that the pronunciation of proclitic /o/ was rather higher in northern variants of Brittonic than in Welsh, cf. Pictish *cuper-, Cumbric *cümber- < *kon-ber- (James 2013: 17). <e> occurs for /ə/ in Brittonic inscriptions and in Old Welsh, perhaps under the influence of Vulgar Latin.95 Semantically, Forsyth (1996: 414; cf. Koch et al 2007: 170) compares the use of Old Breton cohiton ‘as far as’ in the eleventh-century Cartulary of Redon (de Courson 1863: 112, 163 (charters 146 and 212)) and Old Welsh cehit, cihitan in boundary clauses in the twelfth-century Book of Llandaf (Evans and Rhys 1893: 73.1, 122.6, 122.8).

4.3 CONMORs, putatively ‘as big as’, is more problematic. The other Brittonic languages all have forms deriving from *kom- + *mantī ‘size’, thus Middle Breton quement : Middle Cornish kymmys, kemmys : Middle Welsh kymeint (Lewis 1935: 16; Lewis 1946: 21; Evans
Our form looks more like Middle Irish *commór ‘equally, very great’, although NM seems odd. Katherine Forsyth’s statement that ‘Pictish may have had something like conmor’ as the equative of *mōr ‘big’ (Forsyth 1996: 218; cf. Koch et al 2007: 170) does not seem to have any firm basis, but is not necessarily wrong. After all, Irish has *comméit beside commóir (DIL s.v. comméit), and the latter formation is not exclusive to Goidelic if the Gaulish personal name Comar(i)us (Evans 1967: 226; Raybould and Sims-Williams 2009: 85-6, 90) derives from *kom-māros (thus Schmidt 1957: 61; Delamarre 2001: 101; de Bernardo Stempel 2013b: 33). We may, in fact, have a reflex of this in Brittonic. Patrizia de Bernardo Stempel (2013b: 33) cites an Old Breton personal name *Commor < *kom-māros, possibly also extant in the Breton place-name Trégomeur (Le Moing 1990: 258). She is presumably referring to the Commorus of the Life of St Samson, so it should be pointed out that Thomas Charles-Edwards has argued that this is the same character as Gregory of Tours’ Chonomor < *Kunomāros, with the Life of Samson version of the name showing syncope and con- > com- under Latin influence (Charles-Edwards 2013: 67-8; cf. Sims-Williams 2003: 282, n. 76, 284; Rodway 2016: 80). Alternatively, if EHTECON is a personal name (see Padel 1972: 37, 84-5; Forsyth 1996: 218), then MOR could be a Pictish or Gaelic epithet ‘great’ (Forsyth 1996: 217). Or could we have here Gaelic Conn or a cognate + Gaelic mór or Pictish *mor? But again, what is the -S? Forsyth mentions, if only to dismiss it, Latin mors ‘death’ (Forsyth 1996: 217).

4.4 EHTE and ETTE could be (orthographical?) variants of the same form, although, again, H is problematic. Katherine Forsyth cites John Koch’s suggestion that they might represent ‘a Pictish copula + pronoun construction cognate with OlIr is-e or it-e’ (Forsyth 1996: 414; cf. p. 356). Her is-e, it-e should rather read is é, it é, i.e. the Old Irish construction in which a 3 person pronoun is inserted between copula and predicate (cf. Thurneysen 1946: 492-3).
However, in Old Irish, this construction is limited to instances in which the predicate is ‘(a) a substantive defined by the article, a possessive pronoun or a definite genitive, or (b) a proper noun, or (c) a substantival demonstrative’ (Thurneysen 1946: 492). It would not be expected with an adjectival predicate. Note, however, Do-bért a máthair di baíd déc dó assint síd, it é finda áuderga (Meid 2015: l. 4) ‘his mother gave him twelve cows from the fairy mound, they are white with red ears’ from Táin Bó Fraích, an Old Irish saga preserved in the twelfth-century Book of Leinster. This appears on the face of it to be an example of this construction with an adjectival predicate, but Wolfgang Meid (2015: 91-2) persuasively argued that it é here stands for Old Irish ot é ‘and they’, with a form of the conjunction os, is ‘and’. This would not be appropriate in our inscriptions in which EHTE, ETTE stand at the head of the clause. The T[T] in the Pictish forms seems superficially comparable to 3 plural it ‘they are’ < *senti in Old Irish (in which case Forsyth’s translation ‘this is’ cited above would be inappropriate), but note that the Old Welsh and Breton cognates of this form, (h)int, retain the /nt/. Brittonic Pictish also seems to have retained Celtic /nt/ at least as late as the early third century, to judge by Dio Cassius’s Argentocoxos ‘Silver Leg’ (Jackson 1980: 137), by which time the sound change /nt/ > /d/ seems to have occurred in Irish, as we can see from Ptolemy’s Argita, if this is also from *arganto- ‘silver’. The Old Irish 3 pl. pronoun é corresponds to Middle Welsh wy, but the evidence for the sound-change /e:/ > /ui/ in Brittonic Pictish is ambiguous (Jackson 1980: 162; James 2013: 21-2). At any rate, the conservative spelling <e> appears as late as the ninth century in Wales (Sims-Williams 1991: 58-9; Sims-Williams 2003: 287; Koch 1997: cxxviii, cxxx), despite the fact that the sound change seems to have happened here by the middle of the sixth century. Thus Brittonic Pictish *ē ‘they’ is possible. Note, furthermore, Middle Cornish y, i, Breton i ‘they’, which could conceivably be spelled with E. Nonetheless, these sequences, if they are to be interpreted in terms of this copula construction, hardly look like ‘early Brythonic’ to me. In
his discussion of *it cluis* in one of the Old Welsh Juvenrus poems, Ifor Williams (1980: 111) stated: ‘With an adj., *it [...] can be synonymous with *ys “it is”*. This could be a useful comparandum for our form, but is not entirely clear to me what Williams means by this, and other commentators have not taken up this suggestion. Perhaps instead we could compare **EHTE, ETTE** with the Middle Welsh particle *yd, yt*, perhaps cognate with Latin *ita* ‘so, thus’?110 But, in that case, what is the final **E**? A pronoun (cf. *yd y klywi* ‘he would hear of it’, *yd i gweles* ‘he saw it’)?111 Or could it be compared to *yd y cedwis* ‘kept’ (Bramley et al 1994: 1.127) which has two preverbal particles, according to Catherine McKenna (Bramley et al 1994: 31)?112 In either case, the following words would be verbs in *con-*, but no obvious candidates occur to me. Or could E be a verb? Perhaps an ancestor of Welsh *oedd* ‘was’ (cf. Koch 1997: 234)? This does not seem at all compelling to me, especially as both of these inscriptions are probably ninth-century or later (Forsyth 1996: lxvi), by which time the Brittonic languages show a diphthong <oi> in the imperfect forms of the verb ‘to be’ (see n. 84 above).

4.5 At any rate, how plausible is it that a message of this type might be found on a stone in Pictland? There is plenty of evidence from medieval Ireland that ogham-inscribed stones were used as boundary markers (Plummer 1923; Eogan and Moore 2008: 308-10). The evidence from Wales is more ambiguous – the laws mention boundary-stones (Wade-Evans 1909: 55; Wiliam 1960: 63; Jenkins 1986: 128) as do some early charters (Edwards 2007: 59), and the etymology of the territorial term *maenor, maenol* < *maen* ‘stone’ might indicate an area bounded by stones (Charles-Edwards 1993a: 445-6; Zimmer 2000: 424).113 However, there is nothing to indicate that these stones would have borne inscriptions. Indeed the **hirmain guidauc** (Evans and Rhys 1893: xlv) ‘long stone of Gwyddog’ mentioned in a ninth-century charter from the Lichfield Gospels (Chad 4) is an uninscribed prehistoric standing
stone still extant today (Jones 1972: 313-5; Edwards 2007: 59). The evidence from Ireland suggests that graves were placed on boundaries, and therefore that the ogham boundary markers may well have been sepulchral inscriptions.\textsuperscript{114} It has been argued that some of the extant inscribed stones in Wales also served, perhaps secondarily, as boundary markers, although the evidence is not as compelling.\textsuperscript{115} A charter of 1209 mentions Bethyresgyb ‘Grave of Bishops’, perhaps the fifth-century inscribed stone from Trawsfynydd now known as Bedd Porius (Gresham 1985: 391; Pryce 2010: no. 229; Edwards 2013: 416), but we have no direct evidence for the earlier period. Nonetheless, we should not necessarily expect to find ‘boundary-clause-type’ inscriptions on boundary markers in Ireland or (probably) Wales. Certainly, I am not aware of examples from these countries of anything comparable to Forsyth’s interpretation of these two stones. However, the Pictish inscriptions are famously dissimilar to the formulaic ogham inscriptions of Ireland, and indeed to the Roman-alphabet inscriptions of the early medieval insular world, so I would not put too much weight on this consideration.

\textbf{4.6} To return to the mysterious final -S, we might note, following Thomas Clancy (1999: 334-5; cf. Forsyth 1996: 217), that it occurs in what appears to be genitive position on five inscriptions aside from these two (Altyre, Brandsbutt, Bressay, Gurness and Inchyra). Whatever the explanation for this (and a Celtic one does not suggest itself),\textsuperscript{116} at least some, if not most, of these forms with final -S seem to be personal names, with Lunnasting’s NEHHTONs being the most certain.\textsuperscript{117} Thus it seems unnecessary to look beyond the attested Old Welsh personal name Conmor (either < *Cunoburros (Jackson 1953: 485; Williams 1980: 24; Forsyth 1996: 217), or, more plausibly, cognate with Romano-British CVNOMORI, Primitive Breton Chonomorus, Middle Welsh Kynfawr (Koch 1987a: 256; Sims-Williams 1991: 44, n. 1, 63, n. 4)) to explain CONMORs. Indeed, in her PhD thesis,
Forsyth cited this interpretation as probable (Forsyth 1996: 357; cf. Koch et al 2007: 170). If so, the apparent parallelism of the Lunnasting and Cunningsburgh inscriptions might lead us to seek a comparable explanation for Lunnasting’s **CUHETTS**. No suitable attested Celtic names spring to mind, however.¹¹⁸

5. Conclusion

5.1 In conclusion, it is certainly possible to find Brittonic-looking forms in the inscriptions,¹¹⁹ but convincing Brittonic explanations for whole inscriptions are elusive. I have been unable to make sense of the Burrian inscription, by far the most promising candidate for a Brittonic interpretation, without recourse to positing a (rather problematic) Gaelic borrowing and an otherwise unattested sound change (VV as /wu/ < *wo). The other three inscriptions examined here are even less amenable to Brittonic explanation. Brittonic-looking elements in them are, no doubt, due to what R. W. Chambers called ‘the long arm of coincidence’.¹²⁰ Katherine Forsyth rightly says (1997: 35): ‘it is possible to extract plausibly Celtic words or roots here and there, but that is scarcely a defensible methodology’. Quite so. In 1892, John Rhys wrote:

> Let those who cherish the Welsh or Brythonic theory – for they seem to be just now foremost – take the carefully written and punctuated Ogam from Lunasting: – X Ttocuhetts : ahehhtmnmn : hccvevv : Nehhtonn, and let them explain it as Welsh, and I shall have to confess that I have never rightly understood a single word of my mother tongue. If they cannot explain it so, let them explain it as any kind of Aryan. Till then I shall treat it as unintelligible to me as a Celt, and as being, so far as I can judge, not Aryan (Rhys 1892: 305 [spelling and ogham reading sic]).
This challenge, expressed with a belligerence which has characterized many contributions to the debate over the linguistic affinity of these inscriptions, has not, I feel, been adequately met. In 1997, Katherine Forsyth concluded that ‘on current evidence the non-Indo-European verdict is premature’ (Forsyth 1997: 36; cf. Forsyth 2006: 1444). Insofar as the ogham inscriptions are concerned, I would say the same about the Brittonic Pictish one.

5.2 I suppose it depends on where one thinks the burden of proof should lie. Certainly, no attempt to align the Pictish inscriptions with known non-Indo-European languages such as Basque has proved convincing. As John Koch notes ‘we cannot offer the positive argument of a convincing etymology from a non-Indo-European language for a single word or name in the corpus’ (Koch 2003: 77, n. 5). However, only a small number of the inscriptions have been explained in Gaelic terms, none in Latin, and, as I have shown above, none in Brittonic. I am linguistically unqualified to judge Richard Cox’s Norse interpretation of a large portion of the corpus (Cox 1999), but I note the serious criticism of Michael P. Barnes (1999), and I endorse the reservations expressed by Thomas Clancy (1999) and, more forcefully, by Cathair Ó Dochartaigh (1999) regarding Cox’s frequent emendation and disregard for archaeological context. This exhausts the list of ‘obvious suspects’. All of these are extremely well-attested languages. Of course, there are other insular inscriptions that so far have defied elucidation, e.g. a second- or third-century AD inscription from Dodford, England (Tomlin 2009: 347), a tenth-century inscription on a carved cross at Meliden, Flintshire, Wales (Sims-Williams 2007: 179, n. 1, 210; Edwards 2013: 362), not to mention a few ogham inscriptions in Ireland, e.g. one on an antler from Clonmacnoise (King 2008), or those from Knowth (Byrne 2008). However, these are exceptions in corpora which are overwhelmingly Latin or Irish. The only insular corpus of undeciphered inscriptions is the corpus of ‘Pictish’ oghams from early medieval Scotland. The inability of scholars to explain perfectly legible
inscriptions such as those at Brandsbutt and Lunnasting in terms of any of the otherwise attested languages spoken in Britain and Ireland in the early Middle Ages is a fact which must be acknowledged, however unsettling its implications. It is, I think, more telling than our inability to provide non-Indo-European etymologies for words in the inscriptions. After all, I see no reason to insist that a putative non-Indo-European language spoken in Scotland would have been related to an attested language. Linguistic evidence of any sort is sparse from northern Europe in Antiquity, but if it was anything like as linguistically diverse as the better-evidenced Mediterranean region, then we must be prepared to think of countless languages which perished in the prehistoric period without leaving any easily recognizable trace.124 Thus, we do not know to what we should be trying to compare a putative non-Indo-European Pictish. In the absence of secure (or, often, even tentative) Indo-European etymologies for most of the sequences in these inscriptions, I think that we could justify ‘non-Indo-European’ as a ‘working title’, without implying anything very far-reaching about their language – ‘non-Indo-European’ until proved ‘Indo-European’, as it were (cf. Isaac 2005b: 212, n. 8). Nonetheless, I feel that this term has become far too loaded in this context, and that ‘unknown’ might be the best label for now (cf. McManus 1991: 45). In other words, an open verdict. I certainly find it methodologically unacceptable to label them Brittonic (implicitly or otherwise) on the grounds that other evidence from Pictland, principally onomastic, leads us to expect that they would be. After all, there is comparative evidence for the use of long-dead high prestige languages on funerary and other lapidary inscriptions, including the use of non-Semitic Sumerian by the Semitic-speaking Babylonians, cited in this context by Kenneth Jackson (1983: 224) or, nearer to home, Latin in western Europe throughout the Middle Ages and beyond.125

Notes

28
For example, Rhys 1892; Rhys 1898; Macalister 1940; Jackson 1980; Padel 1972, 37-40; Padel 2015, 165-6; Isaac 2005a, 78; Sims-Williams 2012a, 431; Sims-Williams 2012b, 152, n. 14; Meid 2015, 245-7. In this paper, I use **BOLD CAPITALS** for transliterations of ogham inscriptions, **CAPITALS** for inscriptions in the Roman alphabet, and *lower case italics* for forms recorded in manuscripts. For ogham inscriptions, I follow Forsyth’s conventions, as described in Forsyth 1996: lxxxiii (cf. Forsyth 1995a: 694, n. 6; Forsyth 2000: 267, n. 2):

‘Uppercase letters reasonably certain. Lowercase letters doubtful. If a reading is uncertain, alternatives are given in brackets in decreasing order of preference, separated by an oblique stroke, e.g. (t/u), most likely – T, alternative reading – U; ( /a/h), most likely – no letter, alternative reading – A, least likely – H. [...] Underline – two letters in one character compendium, e.g. **EA, RR**. [...] -] portion of unknown length lost at beginning; [-portion of unknown length lost at end.’


4 Cf. Zimmer 2006: 373, mentioning ‘the negative evidence of a number of inscriptions and proper names from early north Britain that resisted attempts at interpretation’. The few inscriptions from Pictland using Roman letters are mostly in Latin, although there are some potentially vernacular non-onomastic elements which have hitherto defied interpretation (Okasha 1985: 45; Forsyth 1995b: 241; Forsyth 1996: 256; Forsyth 1998: 47-8; Koch et al 2007: 171). Thomas Clancy’s Gaelic interpretation of the St Vigeans inscription (Clancy 1993) depends on the reading IRE (i.e. *i ré* ‘in the time/reign of’) rather than IPE (cf. Okasha 1985: 60), but Katherine Forsyth is firmly in favour of reading IPE (pers. comm., 21 March 2014; cf. the doubts about IRE expressed by Okasha 1985: 47, 60, n. 63; Clancy 1993: 345-6).


6 The Mains of Afforsk inscription, discovered since the completion of Forsyth’s thesis contains the sequence **BR×GAVNECTON**, which Forsyth (pers. comm., 3 July, 2014; round-table discussion at the Fifteenth International Congress of Celtic Studies in Glasgow, 17 July, 2015) is inclined to interpret as ‘the hill of Nechtan’. **BR×GA** could well stand for *bregā* ‘hill’ < Celtic *brigā* through *a*-affection (cf. Welsh *bre*), but the *V remains unexplained. The second part of the inscription (((O)VUAMAS(.)(v*)[ - or - ](d*)(.))CAMAUT(O))
has so far defied elucidation. Thus, the Brittonic-looking BR×GA could be due to what R. W. Chambers called the ‘long arm of coincidence’ (see below).

7 Cf. Forsyth 1998: 49: ‘Although one word remains obscure, the Pictish text of the Burrian cross-slab can be tentatively read as “X made this cross”’. Cf. further Koch et al 2007: 170.

8 Note that the Latin word CRUX may occur on the weathered Roman-letter inscription at Tarbat on what was once probably the shaft of a cross (Okasha 1985: 62).

9 But hardly later than the ‘later seventh century’ according to Jackson 1963: 79; cf. ‘saec. VII (Koch 1997: cxxviii, 133; cf. 183).


11 Its absence may not be as complete as Jackson claimed: see Coates 2006: 56-8; Parsons 2011: 130-1.

12 Cf. also CROUX (Davies et al. 2000: 225). It could perhaps be argued that here we see the influence of the Breton sound-change /u/ > /o/, placed in the sixth century by Jackson (1953: 274-5). The inscriptions in question all post-date the sixth century (Davies et al. 2000: 211, 219, 228).


14 Cf. Welsh bloesg ‘indistinct, inarticulate’ < Latin blaesus, or perhaps cognate to it (Lewis 1943: 26; Lloyd-Jones 1944: 194; Jackson 1953: 335; Lewis and Pedersen, 1961a: 58-9; Lewis and Pedersen 1961b: 7; Williams

16 There are 33 examples of *cch for /x/ in thirteenth-century Welsh prose manuscripts, most of them (30) from Peniarth 29 (the Black Book of Chirk, on which see Russell 1995-96: 144) - see the searchable online database of thirteenth-century Welsh prose manuscripts hosted by Aberystwyth University (currently being relocated from the Aberystwyth University digital research repository CADAIR (http://cadair.aber.ac.uk/dspace/handle/2160/11163) to PORTAL where it will be findable by searching for ‘Welsh & Celtic Studies’ and ‘Rhyddiaith’).

Cf. also ny chlataude (Jarman 1982: 17.107) ‘you did not dig’. Note also Middle Irish examples of *chc for /ɣ/ (Gray 1982: 12).


18 Some possible Continental Celtic examples are discussed by Patrizia de Bernardo Stempel 2013a: 67; cf. Eska 2015: 142. Celtiberian forms such as Tiri ‘three’, Birikantin < *brigantīnos etc. are irrelevant: due to the problems of representing consonant + resonant in the Celtiberian syllabary, /CRi/ is represented as <CiRi>, /CRa/ as /CaRa/ etc. (Meid 1994: 8, 17; McCone 1996: 12; de Bernardo Stempel 1996: 227-8). On word-internal intrusive vowels in Continental Celtic, see Evans 1967: 240; de Bernardo Stempel 2013a: 79; Eska 2013: 57; in early Irish, see Thurneysen 1946: 70-1; Sims-Williams 2003: 122, 186, n. 1135, 218-9, 321; Sims-Williams 2007: 75; Redknap and Lewis 2007: 264; Eska 2010-2.

19 The text of Llanstephan 1 and Peniarth 29 is available in the Aberystwyth database of thirteenth-century Welsh prose (see n. 16 above). Further examples of this phenomenon can be found at Loth 1910: 145; Parry Williams 1913: 23; Williams 1956-8: 79; Evans 1964: 13; Evans 1978: 83; Isaac 1999: 156; Sims-Williams 2017: II, 89-94. Cf. kereirhyt (Jarman 1982: 24.5), if this = creirydd ‘relics’ (thus Evans 1906: 133), but note that J. Lloyd-Jones (1931-63: 173) prefers to emend to kerenhyt ‘kindred, friendship’. Perhaps also garanwynyon for granwynyon ‘white-cheeked’ in the Book of Taliesin (Williams 1968: II.20, note on p. 36; cf. Isaac 1998: 65)? Cf. ac aranwynyon (variant ar aranwinion), emended to ar ranwynyon (Haycock 2013: 6.21,
note on p. 120). For another possible example (*chynnes < cynes for cnes ‘bosom’), see Lewis 1939-41; cf. Haycock 1994: 119; contra Lloyd-Jones 1931-63: 255, s.v. kynnes. Note also place-names in cyn- < cn-, e.g. Moel Cynwch < Moel y Cnwc'h (Williams 1945: 28; Richards 1960-2: 100; Richards 1962-4). Some examples may be graphic, e.g. dyly for dly ‘merits’ in the Book of Taliesin (Williams 1980: 169; cf. Gruffydd 2002: 20); ddylae for ddlae in a poem by Dafydd ap Edmwnd (Morris Jones 1913: 379); ffyroyn for ffrwyn ‘nostril’ in the third stratum of the Hendregadredd MS (Huws 2000: 225; cf. Parry Owen and Foster Evans 1996: 158), which have to be read as one syllable for metrical reasons. Cf. Williams 1968: 110 on delideu in the Book of Taliesin, and, in general, the comments of H. M. Edwards 2013: 11. On the other hand, ceronigl < English chronicle in a poem by the fifteenth-century poet Ieuan ap Hywel Swrdwal must be trisyllabic (Foster Evans 2000: 30.58, with note on p. 211).

20 But Fynes-Clinton notes colloquial dle:d, plural dledjon beside dolad, dbledjon in the Bangor area (Fynes-Clinton 1913: 97-8; cf. GPC s.v. dyled).

21 Parry-Williams 1913: 22-3; Morris Jones 1913: 379; Williams 1938: 235; Jackson 1953: 338; Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 94; Schumacher: 2011, 112; GPC s.vv. drysi; dyled; dyrys; tyno1. For the possibility that the first vowel in the personal name Ceridfen is intrusive, see Haycock 2003: 153; Haycock 2015: 319-20.

22 Cf. Vannetais keneu ‘nuts’ < Old Breton *cnou (Jackson 1953: 338; Jackson 1967: 266). According to Ken George (2009: 510), in Cornish ‘An epenthetic vowel developed in [wl-]: wlas “land” > wollaz’. Oliver Padel (1985: 123), on the other hand, interprets Pedden an wollas ‘Land’s End’ as having been ‘corrupted into *pen (an) wolas “bottom end”’. Cf. also Old Cornish Geuedenoc for Guedenoc, if this is not simply a scribal error (Olson and Padel 1986: 55-6)?


25 On this borrowing, which has been disputed (e.g. by Jackson 1953: 461; Evans 1967: 182, n. 3), see, e.g., Jones 1926-7: 182; Thomas 1938: 34; Hamp 1974-6a: 31; Russell 1990: 115, n. 297; de Bernardo Stempel 1999a: 70; Mac Cana 2001: 25, n. 26; Sims-Williams 2003: 159-61; Sims-Williams 2007: 76-7. Despite Jackson (1980: 163-4), the final syllable of Pictish Drostan and Talorgan does not necessarily derive from *-agnos (see Loth 1911: 407; Sims-Williams 2003: 176).


For this hitherto unpublished inscription, see Forsyth 1997: 35 and Plate 1.


The phonological change /w/ > /θ/ had occurred in Irish before 600, according to Calvert Watkins (1966: 71, n. 2; cf. Rhys 1879: 85-6; Thurneysen 1946: 123; Thurneysen 1991: II, 307-8; Sims-Williams 2007: 86; Mac Eoin 2007: 119 (‘probably during the seventh century’)). Perhaps ‘the first direct evidence’ of this change (Sims-Williams 2007: 209) is the ‘late sixth or early seventh’ century inscription NEFROIHI from Cefn Gelligaer in Glamorgan, if this is Irish Nad-Froích (Redknap and Lewis 2007: 302-5). Note, however, that this sound was still sometimes represented by <uv> in Latin texts as late as the beginning of the eighth century (Rhys 1879: 264-5; Rhys 1892: 277; MacNeill 1909: 335, 344; Harvey 1991: 59-61), and the early Irish glossarians recognized the equivalence of Latin u and Irish f (Russell 1995b: 170; Russell 2012). For discussion of the value of V in Pictish ogham inscriptions, see Forsyth 1996: xxxix-xl, and cf. McManus 1991: 33, 36, on this character in the Irish ogham inscriptions.

For the date of the inscription, see Isabel Henderson in Okasha 1985: 61; cf. Padel 1972: 157; Forsyth 1998: 47-8. Clancy’s more precise date of 839 x 842 (1993, 351) depends ultimately on a doubtful reading (see n. 4 above).
It may be relevant that Howard Meroney detected in weorn (variant ueron) from an Old English charm a form of the Irish name (fern < *wern) for the ogham letter V/F (Meroney 1945: 179), but that the following ogham-like character looks more like ogham U (Sims-Williams 2007: 87).

On the date of the manuscript, see Derolez 1954: 175. ‘There seems to be no reason for doubting that the ogam fragment [...] was written at the same time as the rest of the Ms.’ (Derolez 1951: 10). Note that Patrick Sims-Williams (2003: 130, 313; cf. Redknapp and Lewis 2007: 244) entertains the possibility that VV in the early-sixth-century inscription ILVVETO < *Elu-wet- stands for UV, in which case this would be an example of the opposite confusion, but this could equally be a post-syncope form with VV for /w/.

Note, however, that damage to the beginning of this section allows the possibility that there was originally another letter between the u and the RR (see Padel 1972: 77; Forsyth 1996: 195).

For alternative readings of the final word, see Sims-Williams 2003: 386; Redknapp and Lewis 2007: 265.

The reading XR[I] CON FILIUS DE (?)TEN FECIT proposed in 1914 for the inscription on the cross-slab from Llanrhaeadr-ym-Mochnant has been rightly rejected (Edwards 2013: 343).

Macalister gives the tentative reading OROIT DO GILLACRIST DO RINGNE In CROSSA from the base of St Martin’s Cross from Iona (c. 800) (CIIC 1070), but in 1982 ‘only traces of lettering’ could be seen (RCAHMS 1982: 206). Note also FEC[T] (for fecit?) on a Roman-letter inscription from Camp, Co. Kerry (Okasha and Forsyth 2001: 358-59). The FECT detected by Macalister on the Ballymoreagh stone (CIIC 170) ‘would appear to be imaginary’ (McManus 1991: 61), but cf. FICT (for fecit?) on the Roman period Traprain Law silver (Curle 1923: 20; CIIC 485; Frere and Tomlin 1991: 36).


Cf. Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 245, 267. For Middle Cornish examples, see Lewis 1946: 48.


Subject-initial constructions are also quite common in Gaulish dedicatory and funerary inscriptions – see, e.g., Thurneysen 1946: 328; Lambert 1994: 69; Russell 1995a: 282-6; Isaac 1996: 113-23; McConalogue 2006: 66; Eska 2007.


47 But it could have been considerably earlier in the fifth century according to Patrick Sims-Williams (1990: 247-8; cf. Sims-Williams 2003: 282-3).


50 Meid 2015: 79-80 incorrectly glosses gwrach as ‘wife’ and erroneously includes it as an example of ‘hypocoristic fortition’ of designations for close personal relationships.

51 This interpretation is ‘doubtful’ according to Jackson 1953: 386, n. 1.


53 See Sims-Williams 2003: 171-2; Sims-Williams 2007: 185; Williams 1980: 39; Edwards 2013: 422-30. Perhaps also CIIC 1068 (Isle of Man) MALBREN if this stands for Máel-Bréaind (Sims-Williams 2003: 175). Note also FIL for FILI(US/A) on early Breton inscriptions (e.g. Davies et al. 2000: 177, 216), perhaps continuing earlier Gallic usage (Davies et al. 2000: 175-6). There are late medieval Welsh lapidary examples of F or FIL for FILI(US/A) and of contraction of names, e.g. Gresham 1968: 89, 96, 106, 140, 150, 198, 205, 208, 218, 219 etc.
Elsewhere Jackson mentions Old Welsh and Cornish ‘freaks like hc, gch, gh, hch’ for /x/ (Jackson 1967: 536). For Middle Welsh examples of hc for /x/, see, e.g., Lewis 1942: xxxiv; Russell 1999: 86, and note unusual chwhefris ‘wild’ from the Book of Taliesin (Haycock 2015: 9.73). Cf. n. 16 above.


56 In comparing English whew, Kenneth Jackson seems to envisage /hw/ as a possible pronunciation for the initial sound of HCCVVEVV (Jackson 1980: 173). Macalister’s ‘sort of glottal catch, such as appears in the Glasgow patois (as in wa’er for water), sounding more like a hiatus in speech than anything else’ (Macalister 1940: 211) need not be seriously entertained. Cf. Romano-British HVETERIS vel sim (perhaps featuring ‘a sound for which there was no equivalent in Latin’ Aldhouse Green and Raybould 1999: 116 – cf. the speculative and unconvincing comments of Ross 1967: 374; Birley 1979: 107-8)?


59 Note that Forsyth considers the possibility that we have KOI in the Newton ogham inscription (Forsyth 1996: 433, 436; cf. Diack 1922: 52).


Cf. Kermode 1907: 100, ‘our modern “Clague”’, a name which Kneen (1937: 65) derives from *Mac Luathóg or *Mac Laoghóg.

Jacopo Bisagni (2012: 55) dates the ‘vocalization of */ɣ/* to the ‘thirteenth/fourteenth century’.

Thus Jackson 1980: 140; Jackson 1977: 222; Padel 1972: 30-1; Smyth 1984: 58; Clancy 1993: 346; Redknapp 1995: 774, n. 22; Sims-Williams 2007: 164; Forsyth 2007: 468-9; Koch et al 2007: 170. On this development, see Breatnach 1994: 232. Jackson 1980: 140, terms it ‘late Old Irish’ (cf. Jackson 1977: 222; Harvey 1987: 48; DIL s.v. 1 mac (macc)), but I am not aware of any examples in Old Irish manuscripts. The single example of meic in the early (seventh-century?) appendix to Adomnán’s Vita Columbae is not diagnostic, as the earliest manuscripts date from c. 1200 (Charles-Edwards 1993a: 135, n. 123; Charles-Edwards 1993b: 68, n. 14). It is not clear that maicc > meicc is related to the Old Irish examples of a ~ e before slender consonants mentioned by Thurneysen 1946: 54, 308; O’Brien 1956: 182-4. Michael Lapidge (apud Anderson and Anderson 1991: 237) suggests a tenth-century date for the development of meicc, Gerard Murphy (1956: 183, 191) an eleventh, the latter given some support by Gearóid Mac Eoin’s (1966: 117) observation that all the rhyming examples of the genitive singular or nominative plural of macc in Saltair na Rann (c. 1000) show the form maicc (cf. Carney 1982-3: 208-9 on consistent maicc in the work of poets with obits as late as the mid-eleventh century). There is a rhyming example of meicc in a poem attributed to Airbertach mac Coissi (d. 1016): if this attribution is incorrect, as argued by Carney, the earliest datable rhyming examples of meicc would date from the period 1050 × 1090 (Carney 1982-3: 209; but cf. O’Leary 1999: 55). The lost inscription from Kilmallock, Co. Limerick, cited by Rhys 1892: 273-74, as containing the form MEIQ, is irrelevant, as it is a nineteenth-century forgery (CIIC I: 256, where Macalister, at any rate, reads MEICH).


Note ēiner for òenar ‘one person’ rhyming with fēinned ‘warriors’ (genitive) in a poem attributed to Fland Mainistrech (d. 1056) (LL 23374). Note, however, aesc in the Karlsruhe Bede for ésca ‘moon’ (Stokes and Strachan 1901-3: II, 20) and dáe for dé ‘God’ (genitive) in the Milan glosses (Stokes and Strachan 1901-3: I, 377), perhaps hypercorrect spellings which would suggest that the sound change had taken place by the ninth century. They could, however, be related to the occasional use in Old Irish manuscripts, as in Late Latin, of ae for le:/ (Thurneysen 1946: 18; cf. Rhys 1879: 211). Cf. ae for le/ in Old Breton (Schrijver 1995: 174), and the
opposite hypercorrection in Old English (Campbell 1959: 50-1, n. 2) and in medieval Latin (Lewis 2005: 174). See also note 62 above.

68 Dr Fernando Fernandez independently made a similar suggestion about HE on the Dyce inscription in his contribution to the Pictish workshop in Aberystwyth (21 March 2014).

69 Cf. the comments of Russell 2011: 149; Koch 2013: 140.

70 The early nineteenth-century Irish ogham inscription from Ahenny, Co. Tipperary which begins FA AN LIG SO ‘under this stone’ is hardly relevant, despite Raftery’s contention that it is a continuation of a much older tradition (Raftery 1969). It was probably inspired by the infamous Mount Callan forgery which begins FAN LICSI (McManus 1991: 131). Literary examples include: fo leic ne rīgh at reileic ‘under the flagstone of the kings in thy cemetery’ (Best 1905: 166, 167); gnāis Derbforgail fō licce leirg (Marstrander 1911b: 212) ‘the face of Derbforgail under a broad stone’ (Bourke et al. 2002: 206); Atamne vier segainn/ suinn fo leccaib Mochainmhe (Flower 1926: 480) ‘Under Mochaine’s flags we lie./ Six goodly warriors dead’ (Flower 1947: 68); Atáid uaisle Chloinne Cúin/ fān reilig leacđha learndhuinn ‘The nobles of Clann Chuinn are [buried] under the brown-sloped flagstoned cemetery’ (McManus 1991: 156); Atá táobh ar sáormheic suinn/ fā doinleic risan ndáol ndonn ‘The body of my good son is here under the same grave-stone with the brown beetle’ (Breatnach 1941-2: 172-3); agus ārnaoigh sios fō lioghaibh ar nuaithe mor ‘and pray for our great Uaithne who lies under flags’ (Ó Murchú 2004: 344, 348); Agus mo chorpán fān lic/ Fā dá Pádraig is Brighit ‘And my body beneath the stone/ Under which are Patrick and Brighid’ (Dinneen 1908: 104-5); ’S gun do chàireadh fo lic thu ‘At your being laid under a slab’; go leapuibh fa lic san uaigh ‘unto flagstoned beds in the grave’; ase h-agart áir fa lic ‘your pillow is earth beneath a flagstone’; Dh’adhalic an t-Uan fo lic ‘They buried the Lamb beneath a slab’ (Black 2001: 14.66, 18.62, 18.83, 25.69).

71 A possible example of the prefix *wo-, apparently realised as /wu/, is VURUDDRANN (CIIC, no. 255). Damian McManus (1991: 105), however, takes this to be a variant of VORUDRAN = ‘Furudrán, OI for + odor “dun” + -án dim. suffix’.

72 I am only aware of a handful of potential examples of this phenomenon in initial position in Gaelic, e.g. the obscure Scottish Gaelic word daolong, dilon ‘blow’ (?), which, it has been suggested, may be related to Old Irish dlongid ‘splits, cleaves away’ (Zall 2010: 238, n. 72). This is far from certain. Cf. Scottish Gaelic Cairistine, Cairistiona < Christine? See also gonóithi for gnótha ‘jibes (lit. ‘businesses’)’ in a sixteenth-century Irish manuscript (O’Grady 1926: 111). Manx has examples of an intrusive vowel in initial mn-, e.g. múnáyn
‘women’ (Thomson 1960: 120), but this phenomenon seems to be isolated to this combination, Rhys’s *gylaghty* being based on a faulty transcription (MS *ghlaghty*) (Thomson 1960: 116).

73 In her PhD thesis she very tentatively suggested that this sequence contained ‘Brittonic’ (i.e. Old Welsh) *ir* ‘the’, but judged this to be ‘unlikely’ (Forsyth 1996: 113).

74 Cf. also Middle Welsh *araf* for *a’r haf* ‘and the summer’ (Morris Jones 1913: 25).


77 A potential comparandum is the Dark-Age inscription from Tintagel, Cornwall, which was read by Charles Thomas as PATER/ COLI AVI FICIT/ ARTOGNOV ‘Artognou, father of a descendant of Coll, has had (this) made/built/constructed’ (Morris et al. 1999: 214). However, this is now read as PATER( )/ COLIAVIFICIT / ARTOGNOV[‘...[inscribed stone] of Paternus [and] of Coliau, Artognou made...’] (Hale 2006: 1669; cf. Koch et al 2007: 175).

78 For example Steer 1968-9; Okasha 1971: 88, 147; Davies et al 2000: 197; Sims-Williams 2007: 183; Edwards 2013: 55, 214, 241-3, 244, 278-9, 401 (?).

79 Cf. Oswald 1931: 229-30, 411 for Gallo-Roman potters called *Pater*.

80 Cf. Old Breton *Ta(i)tal* (Bromwich and Evans 1992: 69)?


84 Forsyth, on the other hand, considers the possibility ‘that OA is a form of the verb “to be” in Pictish, cognate with Breton *oa* “was”’ (Forsyth 1996: 113), i.e. 3 sg. imperfect. This does not seem at all likely. The Old Breton form was *oi* (Schrijver 2011a: 70). While aspects of the prehistory of this form in Brittonic are disputed
(discussion by, e.g., Jackson 1953: 350; Hamp 1974; McCone 1991: 89; Isaac 1996: 371-80; Zimmer 1999: 553; Wmffre 2003: 381-2; Schrijver 2011a: 70), Old Welsh (h)oid (Jenkins and Owen 1984: 96; Zimmer 1999: 553-4; Falileyev 2000: 158-9; Falileyev 2008: 74; Falileyev 2016: 18; McKee 2000: 539; Schrijver 2011a: 70) confirms that /oi/ was the diphthong here at least from the ninth century. The development of this diphthong to oa is confined to Breton, and is reflected in the written record ‘barely before the 14th century’ (Jackson 1967: 185; cf. Schrijver 2011b: 375).

85 In Old Welsh we have no certain examples of loss of g lɣ/ after a back vowel before the ninth century (Jackson 1953: 454, 697; Dumville 1976-7: 348, n. 20; Davies et al 2000: 190; Sims-Williams 2003: 280, 287, 291; Koch 2013: 44), and Kenneth Jackson surmises (1953: 458-9, 470) that Breton would have lost this sound at around the same time, although the evidence is sparse.

86 Cf. Haycock 2015: 341 on the uncertain date of the development of Welsh yma < yman. Perhaps we have two forms here, one containing *mandu- ‘spot, place’, the other *mag- ‘field’ (cf. the comments of Zimmer (2000: 370, 572) on the Welsh suffix -fa, and Graham Isaac’s response (2001b: 75)). This would not save a putative Old Breton ema, however - we would expect *emag vel sim.

87 None of the extant Old Breton texts seem to pre-date the ninth century, although it is likely on orthographical grounds that the written tradition extended beyond this horizon (Jackson 1973-4: 19; Dumville 2005: 54-6; Padel, 2009-10: 208).


But this is really just a guess. Rhys, followed by Allen, rendered it O, whereas Macalister tentatively transliterates it as Y (Macalister 1940: 211).


Note also CVNAIDE on an inscription from Cornwall, possibly to be identified with Welsh Cynaethwy, the first element of which could derive from *kintu- rather than from *kuno- (Sims-Williams 2003: 192). It could, however, be an Irish name in áed (Jackson 1953: 329, n. 1; Uhlich 1993: 210; Thomas 1994: 193, 207, 237-8; Sims-Williams 2003: 306; Cane 2003: 233; Koch et al 2007: 174). If Patrick Sims-Williams’s tentative etymology of CVLIDOR[?] < ‘*Köilliδo-rīks < *Kon-slij-’ is correct, then this would be another example, but this is far from the only possible explanation of this form (Sims-Williams 2003: 23, 46-7, 71, n. 325, 146, n. 871, 315, 318; Edwards 2013: 199). Gaulish names with cum for com probably show Latin influence, and are hardly relevant here (see Evans 1967: 50).


Cf. also Comaria (Conway et al 1933: I, 326).
In which case, the first element could be compared to the first element in ETORIGAS from Dingle, Co. Kerry (CIIC 179) which is probably from *ianto- ‘jealousy, emulation’ (Gaulish iantu-; Old Irish ét ‘jealousy’; Old Breton iant-, on which see Evans 1964-6: 8-9; Evans 1967: 211-5). Cf. ETTORIGI from Llanbabo, Anglesey (Edwards 2013: 153-6), if this is an Irish name – otherwise it could contain a Brittonic reflex of *aito- ‘epoch’, cf. Gaulish Aetorius, Old Breton Oedri (Sims-Williams 2003: 121, 196, 313; Edwards 2013: 155). The forms *Ethyr, *Ethri mentioned by Rhys (1879: 363), Jackson (1953: 456, n. 1, 566) and Williams (1980: 21) are unattested.


Cf. Gaulish Connos (Rhys 1911: 22; Evans 1967: 337, 442)?

Cf. Cunningburgh 3 xTTEC[-], Gurness EITTE (see Forsyth 1996: 330), Inchyra ETT- (see Forsyth 1996: 356), and, perhaps, ETTE (the reading favoured by Rhys 1898: 361-2; Diack 1922: 12; Padell 1972: 154; Cox 1999: 99, 101) at the beginning of the obscure non-ogham inscription from Newton. None of these sequences contains H. ([E]TT on the St Vigeans stone is probably Latin et ‘and’ (Padell 1972: 159; Okasha 1985: 60; Clancy 1993: 346)).

I am grateful to Professor Koch for confirming this, and for supplying me with the references to the Cartulary of Redon and the Book of Llandaf cited above (personal communication, 27 May 2014).

Cf. Thurneysen 1946: 548; Murphy 1956: 282; Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 202; DIL s.v. 2 os.

But note poetic Ot é cnáimacha cáela/ ó do-éctar mo láma (Murphy 1956: 76), literally ‘And they bony and thin, when my arms are seen’.


Pokorny 1950; Sims-Williams 1999: 472-3; Sims-Williams 2000: 6; Sims-Williams 2003: 297; Sims-Williams 2007: 19; Repanšek 2016: 248. Patrizia de Bernardo Stempel offers a different etymology for this form, however, and does not accept that this sound change had occurred in Irish by Ptolemy’s time (de Bernardo
It had certainly occurred by the time of the earliest Irish ogham inscriptions, however (MacNeill 1909: 352; Jackson 1953: 138; McManus 1991: 84; McCone 1996: 108). Jackson (1953: 142) gives a date-range ‘between the first and early fifth centuries’, while McCone (1996: 77) labels it ‘roughly third-century’, which leaves open the question of whether it post-dated Dio Cassius or not.


116 As mentioned above, I cannot see any grounds for suggesting that it is a reduced form of Irish so or of a cognate of Breton -se.

117 Unless the final letter of this form is to be read as N (Forsyth 1996: 408, 416).
Is it, perhaps, a Gaelic name of the pattern Cú X, with the H standing for /x/ (*Cú Cheit < personal name Cet?*?)? For lenition after cú, see Bergin 1938: 218; Thurneysen 1946: 143; Lewis and Pedersen 1961a: 135; Joseph 1990: 126, n. 2. Or could the first element be Brittonic cu < *koimo- ‘dear’, cf. Welsh Cuhelyn, in which case the h could derive from lenited m (Sims-Williams 2011: 301, n. 91)? The second element could be *aito- > *ε:ti- (> oed) ‘epoch’, but no such name is attested, as far as I know.

It is tempting, for instance, to see UORET from the St Vigeans inscription as a cognate of Old Welsh guorit ‘delivers, saves’ : Old Irish fo:reith, but from the context it is far more likely to be a personal name, cf. Uurad from the Pictish king-lists, Old Breton Uuoret (Rhys 1892: 270; Rhys 1901: 217-8; Jackson 1980: 140; Padel 1972: 34, 159; Okasha 1985: 45, 60; Clancy 1993: 346; Forsyth 1996: 314; Forsyth 1997: 33; Koch et al 2007: 171). For other Celtic personal names containing the element *woreto-, see Evans 1967: 126-7; Jenkins and Owen 1984: 98; Sims-Williams 2003: 127; Zimmer 2007: 455; Wodtko 2013: 228. On the vocalism of guorit, see Rodway 2013: 52.

For the application of this principle to the field of Celtic onomastics, see Sims-Williams 2006: 27-37; Sims-Williams 2009: 463-5; Falileyev 2012: 82-90; Falileyev 2013: v; Falileyev 2014: 34-9.

Damian McManus (1999) expresses similar sentiments.

Cf. Smyth 1984: 58: ‘The case for a pre-Celtic language lurking behind these inscriptions is not proven’.


Versions of this paper were read at the Centre for Advanced Welsh and Celtic Studies in Aberystwyth on 21 March 2014, and to a meeting of the Datblygiad yr Iaith Gymraeg project at the British Academy in London on 8 May 2015. I am grateful to all who commented on these occasions, and in particular to Dr Alexander Falileyev, Dr Katherine Forsyth, Professor John Koch, Professor Erich Poppe, Professor Patrick Sims-Williams and two anonymous reviewers for their helpful comments on various aspects. I absolve them of any responsibility for my conclusions, and for any errors or misrepresentations – this is, of course, conventional, but in this case, I think, particularly important.
Abbreviations
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